[New approaches to the immunotherapy of Alzheimer's disease with the synthetic fragments of alpha7 subunit of the acetylcholine receptor].
The effect of immunization with the synthetic fragments of the alpha7 subunit of the acetylcholine nicotine receptor on the spatial memory of mice subjected to olfactory bulbectomy, which causes the development of the neuro-degenetrative disease of Alzheimer's type, was studied. Mice of the NMRI line were immunized with the KLH conjugates of two peptide fragments of the N-terminal fragment of the alpha7 subunit extraxcellular fragment, subjected to olfactory bulbectomy to cause the development of the neurodegenetrative disease of Alzheimer's type, and then the state of the spartial memory was evaluated. It was shown that 20% of bulbectomized mice immunized with the N-terminal 1-23 fragment exhibited good spatial memory after training. Immunization with the peptide construct (159-167)-(179-188) consisting of two hydrophilic exposed regions of alpha7-subunit induced good spatial memory in 50% of bulbectomized mice, while in the control group, which received only KLH, none of the animals were educated. Thus, the development of immunotherapy with peptide (159-167)-(179-188) seems to be a promising approach to prophylaxis and treatment of Alzheimer's disease.